Money Markets
This is the day that is...
Monday 23 July 2018
Global bond yields added around five basis points in ten years on Friday, erasing a move lower seen
throughout the week. There are mounting concerns that recent conflicts over trade, led by the US,
are going to breakout into all out war and the weekend’s G20 finance ministers' gathering in
Argentina did nothing to alleviate those fears. The communique included reference to trade tensions
this time around, something that was missing in March.
The MPC's Tenreyro said in the Evening Standard on Friday that although she thinks the Q1 dip in
growth was temporary, she will be watching "very closely the data we have in the coming weeks",
which suggests to us that she is not ready to pull the rate rise trigger next week. Broadbent speaks
today and he will be strutting his hawkish stuff.
The UK media was full of plot and sub-plot regarding Brexit and the leadership of the Conservative
Party at the weekend as MPs begin their summer recess. The PM herself is sending a message to
the EU this morning to "get on with it" in relation to a trade agreement.
There is no economic data due from the UK today.
The Treasury bill market took today’s gilt maturity in its stride at Friday’s tender. We saw good
demand and all but the more speculative of bids got their stock. In CDs we saw buying of one year
UK named stock.
Have a good day.
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